Primary Palliative Care at California Public Hospitals: A Needs Assessment
CO-ADVISER DISCUSSION GUIDE #5

Discussion Topic:

• Brainstorm Potential Interventions for Identified PER Factors

Suggested Discussion Prompts:

• What factors from your completed PER worksheet are central to your planning for a project to encourage your target behavior in your target audience?

• What are the educational needs of your target audience by these categories:
  o Attitudes (beliefs/values):

  o Knowledge (e.g. what palliative care is):

  o Skills (being able to do something):

• Which resources from the Resource Guide (or elsewhere) seem most promising in addressing these educational needs?

• In addition to providing education, list other ways you might promote your target behavior in your target audience (reference PER worksheet & brainstorm as many ideas as possible). These might include:
  o Social interactions, e.g. manager or peers recognizing those who perform the behavior

  o Operations integration, e.g. EHR reminders

  o QI processes, e.g. audit & feedback on a certain metric

  o Your other ideas: